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Abstract. Manual tasks play an important role in social sustainable manufacturing enterprises. Commonly, manual operations are 
used for low volume productions, but are not limited to. Operational models in manufacturing systems based on “x-to-order” 
paradigms (e.g. assembly-to-order) may require manual operations to speed-up the ramp-up time of new product configuration 
assemblies. The implications of manual operations in any production line may imply that any manufacturing or assembly process 
become more susceptible to human errors and therefore translate into delays, defects and/or poor product quality. In this scenario, 
virtual and augmented realities can offer significant advantages to support the human operator in manual operations. This research 
work presents the development of a mixed (virtual and augmented) reality assistance system that permits real-time support in 
manual operations. A review of mixed reality techniques and technologies was conducted, where it was determined to use a 
projection mapping solution for the proposed assistance system. According to the specific requirements of the demonstration 
environment, hardware and software components were chosen. The developed mixed reality assistance system was able to guide 
any user without any prior knowledge through the successful completion of the specific assembly task. 
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1. Introduction 
 

Manufacturing enterprises may have to reconsider their assembly processes in the near future in light of the need       
for social sustainable manufacturing as well as the challenge of meeting dynamic and individual customers’ 
requirements and shortened product lifecycles [1]. The importance of the manual work is therefore currently been 
reconsidered in a 21st Century shop-floor that needs to find again the right balance between manual, semi-
automated and automated manufacturing assemblies due to an increased demand for customized products [2].  

Moreover, manufacturing will still require the human operator in his/her role as micro-manager, trouble-shooter 
and decision-maker on the shop-floor – no matter if it comes to manual workstations or semi- to fully-automated 
manufacturing modules [3] [4]. Nevertheless, today manufacturing processes are getting more and more complex 
and variable, and therefore when an operation involves human interaction, it remains susceptible to human errors. 
Furthermore, when it comes to such complex processes and sequences, certain operational standards of performance 
for a specific task or series of tasks may create a high dependency from a particular well-trained operator or 
specialist, so that production stops if he/she is not at his/her workstation. For these situations, to reduce human 
errors and dependencies in particular operators, advanced Human-Machine Interfaces (HMI) based on Augmented 
(AR) and Virtual (VR) Reality can be used as a means for assistance and training [5]. 

Virtual Reality (VR) makes it possible to explore complex problems without high costs and risk(s) related to 
physical prototypes, and thus allows to effectively and efficiently develop problem solutions in a virtual stage [6]. 
Inside a virtual environment, it is for example possible to create, test and analyze complex assembly processes.       
In this way it is possible to analyze and consequently avoid potential problems even before the assembly is actually 
performed. A Virtual Reality Learning Environment (VRLE) is a system that satisfies the different learning needs 
that operators might have, such as: knowledge, comprehension, simulation, application and creativity. Moreover,       
it has been found that apprentices prefer at the first stages of their training the use of manufacturing processes 
simulations over an initial practical exercise due to 3D methods, selection of process parameters and process 
planning [7]. An example of VR technology usage in manufacturing enterprises is the VISTRA system [5], which       
is a comprehensive platform for VR operator training of manual assembly processes with the aim to speed-up       
the ramp-up times and increase operators productivity in automotive production. 

Augmented Reality (AR) is a rather new form of the HMI [8]. AR can replace the common installation manual,       
e.g. by showing virtual instructions directly in the technician’s field of view [4]. Boeing, BMW and Volkswagen       
are well known for conducting the first pilot studies incorporating augmented reality in their assembly lines in order 
to improve their manufacturing and assembly processes [9].  

In order to make that – assembly module – less dependent of the specific knowledge of an operator, one solution 
is the implementation of a “Mixed Reality (MR) assistance system” to assist the operator performing manual 
operations. The aim of this research and technology development (RTD) work is to showcase the development of 
such system. 

 
2. Supporting Technologies for Mixed Reality Assistance Systems 

2.1. Virtual, Augmented and Mixed Reality 

VR usually uses screens as displays to show the virtual environment, but when it is desired to show a set of 
instructions projected directly on the workspace it is also required the use AR techniques. MR systems – are systems 
that combine real and computer-based information. Table 1 presents a comparison of the advantages of three 
visualization techniques that currently exist for real and virtual environments. Almost all tools used to interact with 
the virtual world are separated from those used to interact with the real world, so it forces their users to switch 
between operation modes and therefore resulting in a discontinuous interaction [10].  

 
Table 1. Visualisation Techniques for Real and Virtual Environments 

Advantages AR (Glasses) VR (Fixed Display) MR (Fixed Projector) 
Real Environment Integration X  X 

Multiple Viewers (Individuals) X X X 
Head Orientation/Detection Possible X X X 

Requires to Wear a Device  X X 
Portability X   
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2.2   Projection Mapping 

Projection Mapping (PM) is a technique to project images or videos to surfaces of any kind of shapes, turning them 
into interactive displays [11]. Some of the simplest projections are made onto geometric shapes that can be flattened 
without stretching their surfaces [12]. Furthermore, factors such as geometry, image blending and warping, color 
and brightness uniformity, latency, and image retention must be considered when designing a high performance 
simulation using this technique [13] such as an assembly sequence simulation.  

PM technologies can be software-driven or camera-based systems that automatically align and blend with high 
accuracy. However, most of the software-driven solutions are programmed for flat screens using screen points for 
quick geometric calibration based on the authors’ experience. 

Furthermore, there is a large variety of tools (software and devices) which are useful for creating MR solutions 
using PM. Nevertheless, there is still a lack of integration and interoperability between them according to authors’ 
experimentations. In many cases, it is desired to interact with other external devices (e.g. external sensors for 
detecting workflows and context data), which requires specific implementation efforts tailored to the used software 
to achieve this integration. Available software solutions are often not designed for the specific needs of PM-based 
assembly assistance and come from different domains, requiring adaptations to make them usable for the mentioned 
use case of sequential assembly processes. Furthermore, most software solutions have either no external 
communication foreseen or provide only very simple communication interfaces, as for example VPT7, which 
includes socket-based communication for interacting with external devices. 

 
3. A Mixed Reality Assistance System Development based on Project Mapping Technology 
 
The mixed reality assistance system proposed in this RTD work will provide virtual assistance to the operator       
by projecting instructions onto the workstation environment. The chosen set-up was a projector mounted in a fixed 
position over the assembly workstation. 

For benchmarking purposes, an existing case based also on AR technology was used as a reference [14].       
In the benchmark case, Google Glass and Epson Glasse (BT-200) were used as the AR technology to display       
the instructions as a video-stream in their screen displays.  

The main advantage of the PM technique over the previous modality using smart-glasses is that there is no need 
for wearing any device, requiring a specific angle of view, and is integrated into the real environment. Furthermore, 
smart-glasses are currently limited by their computing power.  

The case of this RTD work refers to the manual assembly of a business card holder assembled in a poke-yoke, 
where the worker choses the correct parts and the proper tools for each step as following: Slide the clip in the glass 
piece, then put a distance plate and a steel piece on the glass piece, finally use a hammer and a chisel to apply 
pressure.  

Fig. 1 shows the difference between a traditional manual assembly and a manual assembly assisted by a mixed 
reality assistance system based on projection mapping technology for one exemplary process/instruction step. 
 

 
Fig. 1. Traditional Manual Assembly vs. Assisted Manual Assembly ©SmartFactoryKL 

 
For the proposed mixed reality assistance system, it was necessary to gain full knowledge of the business card 

holder assembly sequence and its surrounding environment, and to have a clear idea of the operational instructions 
for each assembly task to be assisted during the performance of the manual operations, so that the mentioned 
success factors for projection mapping of the assembly sequence be properly considered when mapping the working 
area and parts to be assembled. 
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Furthermore, the modeling and rendering of the list of parts and tools involved in the manual assembly sequence 
of the business card holder, as well as the workstation (assembly module) as a 3D virtual world was made by a set       
of image computations of abstract and mathematical 3D-models describing the real world [15]. However any image 
of the parts and tools involved can be used for the projection instructions. Fig. 2 presents the existing assembly 
workstation at SmartFactoryKL that will be enhanced with the mixed-reality assistance system. 

  

 
Fig. 2. Business Card Holder’s Manual Assembly Workstation ©SmartFactoryKL 

3.1   Assisted Manual Assembly Sequence 

The manual assembly workstation is basically equipped with an assistance system and a recognition system [16].       
The assistance system provides real-time instructions streaming from the Manufacturing Execution System (MES) 
on a screen in front of the operator. This assistance system was extended (augmented) by/with the projection 
mapping solution proposed, so that the instructions can now be visualized directly on the workplace and the operator 
be assisted in a natural way. While operations are performed, the workflow recognition system determines the actual 
work context, e.g. If the operation has been finished, the recognition system automatically displays the next 
instruction. Alternatively, the system can completely be controlled in a manual fashion way with a click. 

• Step 1 – Take part instruction displayed: Take glass piece from the box. 
• Step 2 – Assembly instruction displayed and highlighted by the projection mapping (where the part should 

be assembled): Place glass on the base with the groove facing up. 
• Step 3 – Take part instruction displayed: Take clip from the box. 
• Step 4 – Assembly instruction displayed and highlighted by the projection mapping (where the part should 

be assembled): Slide clip into the groove. 
• Step 5 – Take part instruction displayed: Take the distance plate from the box. 
• Step 6 – Assembly instruction displayed and highlighted by the projection mapping (where the part should 

be assembled): Put the distance plate on the glass piece. 
• Step 7 – Take part instruction displayed: Take the steel piece from the box. 
• Step 8 – Assembly instruction displayed and highlighted by the projection mapping (where the part should 

be assembled): Place the steel piece over the assembly. 
• Step 9 – Take part and rotation instructions displayed: Take the assembly and rotate it 90 degrees and place 

it into the slot. 
• Step 10 – Take tool instruction displayed: Take the hammer from the tools area. 
• Step 11 – Take tool instruction displayed: Take the chisel piece from the tools area. 
• Step 12 – Hammer instruction displayed and highlighted by the projection mapping (where the hammer 

should hit): Gently hit on the three small openings on the top of the assembly. 
• Step 13 – Take part, rotation and placement instructions displayed: Rotate the assembly 180 degrees and 

place it into the slot. 
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• Step 16 – Hammer instruction displayed and highlighted by the projection mapping (where the hammer 
should hit): Gently hit the other side with the hammer. 

• Step 18 – Put back the tools instruction displayed: Put back the hammer and the chisel into the tools area. 
 

“The Sequence was successfully completed” 

3.2   Operator Perspective 

In order to make the projection mapping instructions more realistic, it was required to implement a set of best 
practices for the proposed mixed reality assistance system: 

• Perspective – The beamer was properly positioned so it can cover the required projection mapping area         
for each image (workstation, part, and tool). According to the operator’s angle/point of view, the image 
perspective view was adjusted. The 3D modelling and rendering was done with Autodesk 3DS MAX 
software.  

• Meshing – In order to display an image in an irregular area, e.g. a groove. The image was divided into 
sections; each section was deformed to cover the different objects (parts and tools) in the workstation. 

• Calibration – Once the image is meshed; the control points of the mesh are adjusted. 
 

Fig. 3 shows the sequence to create the image adjustment to the worker perspective angle. 
 

 
Fig. 3. Meshing and Calibration Sequence  

3.3   Software Solutions 

For the given environment of a manual assembly workstation, the following software solutions have been chosen: 
• CAD software for 3D modeling of parts and tools e.g. to be shown in any sequence of any instruction         

to be followed by an operator – e.g. Autodesk 3DS MAX. 
• PM software for projection environment calibration – e.g. Video Projection Tool (VPT7).  
• A communication protocol to allow the interaction among computers and other multimedia devices, 

optimized for networking technology – e.g. Open Sound Control (OSC). 

3.4   Hardware Solutions 

For the selection of the hardware components of a mixed reality assistance system, diverse hardware solutions can 
be chosen depending on the working area and the surface that should be covered by the projection mapping.         
For the given environment of a manual assembly workstation, the following hardware solutions were chosen: 

• A laptop for 3D modeling and execution of a/the projection mapping solution. 
• A projector and its mounting solution for covering the target projection mapping surface as well as to mount 

at the proper position and distance of the projector.  
• A line of motion sensing input device for automatic detection of hands movement. 

3.5   Automatic Detection/Recognition System 

The automatic detection of hands movement was implemented using a recognition system based on the Microsoft 
Kinect sensor motion controller. Fig. 4 depicts the workflow of the recognition system. 
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Fig. 4. Recognition System Workflow 

3.6   System Integration with Java 

Once the recognition system identifies the environment and movements, the next step is to use the information 
gathered by the Microsoft Kinect to integrate it to the assistance system. In other words, the running Java code 
determines when the operator successfully finished a step, so the assistance system can send a command for 
projecting the next step to the VPT through the OSC protocol (see Fig. 4). 

3.7   Send Command Actions 

The communication between the workflow recognition system and the projection mapping solution chosen was 
VPT7, and it was realized with a socket-based communication. Since VPT7 is capable of different types of 
communication, including the Open Sound Control (OSC) protocol, the commands sent by the Java code were in  
the OSC protocol, e.g. /presetprev t  

3.8   Instructions Operations (VPT7) 

For the meshing and calibration, in each step it is required to make a ‘preset’. A ‘preset’ is an array of layers       
and images that saves the correct deformation, so when the image is required; it is already adjusted for correct 
visualization. To display an image it is necessary to first Load the image, e.g. the clip, to the VPT7 and then assign it 
to a Layer. A Layer is a section area where the instructions are displayed; it can cover a small area or the entire 
surface; however the larger area, the more complex it will be, in this case, the layer of the clip. The layer is distorted 
with meshes to correct the image projection to adapt it to the workstation and assembly shapes as shown previously 
in Section 3.2. In Fig. 3 the system was developed as simply as possible, using only the three commands: 

• /preset i 
• /presetprev t 
• /presetnext t 

 
4.   Limitations & Further Work 
 
A limitation of the proposed mixed reality assistance system is the reflectiveness on some materials, e.g. when 
projecting over a plastic transparent surface, the image quality decrease. The same occurs when projecting on 
surfaces at high degree field of view from the projector, a pixel stretching cause a poor quality image. The 
projection can be calibrated, but the quality is limited by the projection angle, the bigger the angle the worse the 
image. Also, the entire environment has to be manually calibrated, for each implementation its required knowledge 
of diverse software solutions involved. Also it still requires a lot of authoring effort.  

Further work improvements include using a calibrating system with depth sensors and integrating it to the mixed 
reality assistance system so it can track the environment, which means optically identifying real objects and making 
possible layers auto-calibration. A recommend device is the Microsoft Kinect, because it already includes many 
sensors for depth and color as well as a microphone array and is Microsoft Windows friendly. 
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Another interesting system upgrade can be to make use of a multi-projector array to increase area coverage and 
therefore reduce image distortions on the surface or specific angles.  
 
5.   Conclusions 
 
In this paper authors presented the development of a mixed reality assistance system based on projection mapping 
technology to assist manual operations at assembly workstations. The system was successfully able to provide 
information (instructional guidance) directly at the place of action. To use it, any operator has to choose the required 
assembly task and then the PM solution projects the instructions directly onto the workstation environment, which 
will guide the user step-by-step until the whole assembly sequence is completed successfully. In conclusion,       
the mixed reality assistance system makes possible to enhance a typical manufacturing execution system.  
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